
The Beauty of Standby Letters of Credit 
– not just in the eye of the beholder…
In this article, our International Qualifications Relationship Director, David Morrish 
focuses on the practical application of just one of the varieties in which Standby Letters 
of Credit may be used, the Commercial Standby…

Particularly for those companies new to exporting 
and uncertain about the creditworthiness of 
their potential buyers and/or the political risks of 
associated with the country in which their buyer is 
located, the consistent, sound advice given is that 
they should insist on a documentary letter of credit. 
Provided they comply precisely with the terms 
and conditions then payment will be assured – not 
always as easy as it sounds of course. But once 
the relationship has been established for a while 
and the experience has been a good one, is there a 
way of simplifying the process without losing the 
protection provided?

One option is to use Commercial Standby Letters of Credit. 

First of all it is worth recapping on how documentary letter 
of credits (L/C) work in practice:

§	Importers apply to their bank for a L/C to be raised for 
each shipment or series of shipments

§	Banks will then issue the L/C to be advised and 
potentially confirmed by a bank in the exporter’s 
country

§	On receipt exporters carefully examine the L/C to 
ensure that they are able to meet the terms and 
conditions. If they are not then the onus is on them to 
contact their buyers immediately and arrange for the 
L/C to be amended

§	Post shipment exporters must meticulously prepare 
and present the required documentation within the 
stipulated dates

§	On receipt of complying documents, the paying bank 
will make payment to the exporter  

So…Exporters have some certainty of payment and in return 
Importers have control over documentation and timing 

This is very much a simplified view but should give a flavour 
of the roles and responsibilities of each party. And whilst 
for the right transaction a documentary letter of credit can 
be the perfect method of payment, there is an increased 

operational burden placed in particular on the exporter. To 
reap the full benefit the certainty of payment documents 
have to be right (not a bit right or mostly right but exactly 
right), and I am still hearing that on first presentation 60% - 
70% do not comply. 

So what is a Commercial Standby Letter of Credit (Standby) 
and how may it help? 

In this context a Standby effectively acts to ensure payment 
is received in the event that the prime method of payment 
has failed. Unlike a documentary letter of credit, which 
is the prime means of settlement of a transaction, the 
Standby allows exporter and importer to trade on simple 
open account terms, the exporter having the protection of 
the Standby ‘guarantee’ in the background secure in the 
knowledge that if the importer defaults then it will be able to 
trigger payment.                              

To see how this may work in practice let’s look at a case 
study

Birmingham Widgets plc (BW) has been exporting to 
Johannesburg Buyers Ltd (JB) in South Africa for the 
last two years on 30 days sight terms supported by 
unconfirmed letters of credit. The value of each L/C is for 
a maximum of £150,000 with stipulated part shipments 
of £50,000 per month. To ensure that there is no break 
in supply; four L/Cs have therefore been issued each year. 
Payment experience has been good although at times 
BW has struggled to present complying documents and 
occasionally two shipments have made in the same 
month. 

JB has asked BW if they will relax the L/C terms of 
payment but whilst BW would like to respond positively 
they are reluctant to abandon the protection that a L/C 
provides. At the same time BW would welcome the 
chance to simplify the process. 

BW has discussed this with their bankers who have 
suggested the following:

§	In place of the existing documentary credits calling 
for presentations of documents against individual 



shipments, JB could ask their bankers in South Africa to 
issue a Standby in favour of BW 

§	The amount of the Standby could be for the maximum 
value of shipments outstanding at any one time. So 
with 30 days payment terms allowing for shipments 
to be delivered, there would be at least two, potentially 
three consignments, outstanding at any one time. The 
Standby would therefore be opened for £150,000 

§	BW however may feel that 100% protection is 
unnecessary given their experience of working with JB 
and therefore be comfortable with protection for just 
two shipments i.e. £100,000

§	The proposal is accepted following discussions 
between JB and their bankers

§	This arrangement has benefits for both BW and JB:

§	BW has the protection of a letter of credit but does not 
have to present complying documents to be confident 
of certainty of payment of its shipments. BW has 
frequently had documents rejected on first presentation 
in the past which, as a minimum, has adversely affected 
cash flow and potentially put payment at risk 

§	As there are no documents to present under the 
Standby (except in default of course) there are no 
presentation fees

§	The terms of the Standby will typically be very 
simple. BW must ensure they understand and be 
able to comply with its terms immediately on receipt. 
Thereafter the Standby stays in the background. The 
beneficiary need only ensure that it remains valid i.e. it is 
within its expiry date

§	In the event of default of payment by JB, BW need only 
make a simple declaration of non-payment as defined 
in the standby credit to obtain payment

§	JB will lose the protection of being able to stipulate 
documents and must be aware that BW has only to 
make a simple statement of default to obtain payment, 
but in the example JB has been able to reduce the 
value of the standby to £100,000 thereby reducing the 
overall risk, the liability to the bank and consequently 
the fee

§	As shipping documents are being sent direct from BW 
to JB this should reduce the possibility of demurrage 
where the vessel arrives before the documents

Commercial Standbys may be issued subject to Uniform 
Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits (UCP 600) 
or they may be subject to International Standby Practices 
(ISP98). Both are ‘fit for purpose’ and both sets of rules are 
published by the ICC. Standbys are still routinely issued 
subject to UCP 600 even though many clauses will not 
be applicable. As the name suggests ISP98 was created 
specifically for the various types of Standbys, the above 
example being just one. If at all in doubt as to which set 
of rules would be most appropriate, then I would suggest 
discussing this with your bankers. 

In conclusion the Standby provides a small, but potentially 
worthwhile, step away from documentary credits whilst still 
providing exporters with the protection they seek. They are 
particularly useful where a level of trust between exporters 
and importers has been established and sales are regular 
or even frequent as illustrated in the case study. And both 
parties can benefit if they understand what Standbys do and 
don’t do and are prepared to make concessions. 

Are Standbys beautiful? That may be overstating it but in the 
right circumstances they can be a very attractive option. 

To find out about our industry-leading trade finance 
qualifications, visit libf.ac.uk/tradefinance

http://www.libf.ac.uk/study/professional-qualifications/trade-finance

